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7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/03/14 19:37

_____________________________________

First of all, you must understand that you cannot make $100 USD the very next day you start. It takes
some time for your blogs to get indexed and later grow in traffic and as it does, so your revenue too. I
have seen a fresh blog make $1 per day in less than a month from its start. So theoretically speaking,
with 50 blogs, you could make 100/day in about 2 months from start.
2 months from starting the 50th blog to be precise. I would suggest you build 1 blog per day so it takes 2
months to complete 50 blogs and in the next 2 months, you would reach your goal of $100/day with
Adsense.
Some key points before building blogs:
-You're going to build high-quality automated blogs with my software! Unlike other softwares which post
every junk/garbage available at the feed source, with this software, you will have a more controlled high
quality content posted to your blog. Just like you would manually do. That is why people using even the
trial version of my software have started to gain some organic visitors to their blog in less than a week
time.
So focus on building quality blogs. That is why I don't recommend building more than 1 blog per day.
Junk blogs do make money but only high quality ones last longer. So you will take time tweaking every
blog you make to its best.
7-Day Action Plan
Day 1:
You're going to do a little bit of research today. Find all profitable niches. High paying keyword niches or
whatever. You don't need to hunt for keywords paying $10/click. $1/click is still a good rate. So pick ANY
niche with some COMPETITION.
You can collect 50 niches by day 1. Collect about 7-10 for this week. If the niche is too broad, you're
going to split them into sub-niches onto sub-domains with a highest traffic keyword in the main domain.
For example, if you choose video game as your niche, you can have sub-niches like xbox 360, ps3, wii
and sorts..
So you can have a main domain like video-game-keyword-domain.com and build a blog with broad
keywords. Then for each sub-niche, you can have them on sub-domains like
xbox360.video-game-domain.com
ps3.video-game-domain.com
and so on..
Later, you can also find more micro niches specific to games, like
GearsOfWar.video-game-domain.com
and sorts.
But don't go very deep because the sub-niche should also have some search demands and frequently
updated content in other blogs most importantly.
Note: Sub-niche on Sub domains is for wordpress self hosted type of blogs. In case of blogger, you can
simply create another blog for each sub-niche.
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So today (1st day) you have found around 7-10 niches (including sub niches)
It should not take more than 2 hours to find this. Spend some time and find great niches. Doesn't matter
even if you take an extra hour.
Finally, if you have some extra time left over to work for today, find some keywords for all the niches.
You can use the free adwords keyword tool for this.
Day 2-6:
Starting from today, using the niches you found yesterday, you will build 1 blog per day on each niche.
Again, don't hurry up. Don't build more than 1 blog per day! Focus on building high-quality blogs.
By quality blogs, I mean, use all possible SEO features like proper titles, keywords in description, and
sorts. Spend some time on proper placement of adsense ads too. You can also customize the theme to
match your niche and a lot of tweaks can be made. Explore them.
For building a blog till tweaking to its best, you should spend around 1 hours which will later reduce to 30
minutes when you get experienced.
Here comes the important work for a quality blog: FINDING QUALITY CONTENT! It is very easy. Just
search in google for "your niche" and "blog". So for our video game niche, we may search for "video
game blog" in Google. Go through all the sites in the first 2 pages. You should find about 3-5 good
websites with content updated regularly.
What is Good Content? A post that has lot of text and 1 image at the beginning of the post. Good
websites use this standard.
Once you have found 3-5 feed sources, add them to the software. You should not take more than 1 hour
maximum to find 3-5 feeds sources and adding to the software. Later this may reduce to about 30
minutes only.
Rest of the time, you will spend for promoting the blogs. You promote the blog that you built last week.
So there's nothing for the first week. For promotion, you can submit a couple of posts to all social
bookmarking sites via OnlyWire. No need to pay for their service. You're going to have 50 blogs, just add
a linkback to them in one of your blogs and you can use their service entirely for free to all your 50 blogs
You can also go a bit further and make some web 2.0 properties with backlinks depending on the time
you have.
If you're using WordPress, several auto promotion plug-ins are available. Like auto submitting to social
bookmarking sites, auto tweet every post and so on. Explaining all of them would take another page and
may go out of focus so you can explore them yourself or ask here by posting a new thread in the
appropriate section.
So in a week, you would have built about 5 blogs and later when you get experiences, you can build
about 7-10 blogs utilizing extra time available for you. Within the next 2 weeks, these blogs should be
making around $1/day on average = $7-10/day.
For your goal of $100/day, you just need to repeat this for 6-10 times or 6-10 weeks. I say 6 is enough
because, by this time, the blogs built on first week may get more traffic and the earnings should also
increase to about $2/day. So you will see an exponential growth in revenue.
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Day 7:
Once a week, you're going to open my software, click on update all blogs and go for a coffee or do some
other work. Come back after a while and quickly scan through all the new posts fetched and delete the
ones you don't like. Then scan again through the remaining items one by one and make any minor
changes like to tiles. Also on post content a bit if required.
Finally, select all items and click the button "Post all marked items". Go away again for a while and come
back later to see all the posts scheduled for the week.
Lastly:
I thought this method to some of my students a while ago who paid me $XXX and FORCED them to
apply. Now they thank me everyday and I'm giving it to you for FREE. So it is proven to make money
and a lot of other people follow it. But as mentioned in the very beginning, you won't make your money
right from the very next day. It does take some time to see your first dollar from these blogs (less than a
month) but after that it is going to be increasing ever on auto-pilot! Somewhere in the middle, if you're
going to get bored and be diverted to other work, I'm sorry I cannot guarantee you anything. Ultimately
it's up to you to decide onto take action or not. Anytime, I'm here to help my very best.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re: 7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by wealthyminds - 2010/04/04 17:34

_____________________________________

Great post Carty!
I will try this out and post my experiences here. I suggest that you open a new category called
'Testimonials' and offer your members a small perk for posting their success stories. You can also utilize
these honest testimonials for your future launches, as well as keep the other members motivated to use
your software.
Great work bro!
Rk
Bangalore
============================================================================

Re: 7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/04 17:46

_____________________________________

Thanks a lot for your comments. It always encourages me to push things further. And yes, I do have
plans to add a "Success Stories" section next month.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by raphilon - 2010/04/06 14:32

_____________________________________

Thank you for 7 Day Action Plan-it is very good and useful, i have just purchased Auto Blogging software
and i will try to follow 7 Day Action Plan's instruction.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/06 14:58

_____________________________________

Hi Raphilon,
Thank you for your purchase and welcome to the forums. Sure we will be here to help you all the way
to your success.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Keen - 2010/04/14 03:05

_____________________________________

Very informative! But I just wanna know what wordpress plugins you use?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/15 10:42

_____________________________________

I use all the top ones. To begin with: Akismet for filtering out spam,
All-In-One SEO - lot of seo benefits
HeadSpace 2 - takes care if meta information
Quick Meta Keywords
Google sitemaps - Dynamically generates sitemap
Adsense deluxe - to insert ads but I mostly insert them directly from themes.
Max Ping optimizer - To prevent frequent pings
Wp Sticky - to sticky a post in frontpage making people to opt-in
Wp Lightbox - To graphically overlay images when clicked
FlickrRSS - To show flicker photos in my blog
Feedburner feed smith
Feed Footer
FireStats - I also prefer GA for better monitoring of stats at 1 location
Simple Tags - Auto generate tags
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Get recent comments - onto sidebar widget
WP paginate - at the bottom
WP Contact form - so they could contact me for ads :)
WP Cache - to improve performance and load times.
Share This
Sociable
WP-Post Ratings
TweetSuite
WP Greet Box
These are a bunch of them. In some blogs I use more but these are the ones I most commonly use. I
usally install these on one blog, take a complete backup of the plugins folder under wp_content and
upload them all to my other blogs so I can then just activate them from dashboard instead of having
them to be re-installed on all the blogs I create.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Keen - 2010/04/15 17:37

_____________________________________

Wow thanks for that! There's a fair amount of plugins you have there!
Another question :) you mentioned that sometimes you have domains on your own and you also have
subniches for the sub domains. Do you do this for all your sites? Or do you put them mostly on
wordpress.com?
And about domains and keyword research if you do buy your own; do you stress the importance of all
that low competition, long tail keywords? Or is having a high ad cost with a million competing pages
keywords good enough? If so do you SEO optimize for this hugely competitive and expensive keyword?
Lots of questions I know but I really want to make this work!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/15 20:11

_____________________________________

I use sub-domains on my own domain name. No need to look out for WordPress.com or others :)
Say my domain name is videogameblog.com
I create sub niches on sub domains like
xbox.videogameblog.com
ps3.videogameblog.com and so on.. I even have sub domains like gearsofwar.videogameblog.com and
so on..
It is the individual page that ranks so no need to do extensive keyword researches. Those stuff are for
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single site owner who work their a** off in getting first page rankings. But we're talking about making
more blogs and monetize even with the trickle of traffic you may receive, which eventually adds up to a
large number when you have more blogs :)
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Keen - 2010/04/16 02:37

_____________________________________

It is the individual page that ranks so no need to do extensive keyword researches. Those stuff are for
single site owner who work their a** off in getting first page rankings. But we're talking about making
more blogs and monetize even with the trickle of traffic you may receive, which eventually adds up to a
large number when you have more blogs
Thats kind of a relief :laugh: Oh wait does that mean you still have to do the keyword research for the
individual pages? Or we just rely on the feed's that you pull to have optimised seo and keywords?
I'm going to start looking for those niches today, so I can start building the sites tomorrow =)
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/16 08:24

_____________________________________

No.. The secret here is, the orinal feed website' author has done the hard research for you already :) He
has the right keywords in his articles else you wouldn't have found him through the search :).
Yes, do the research today and build the blogs for the week.. As in my action plan which WORKS!
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Keen - 2010/04/18 18:06

_____________________________________

Hey Carty, I'm working through the site and the software. Some stuff pretty cool, but some things could
use some improvement (but you did mention that you were going to add some fantastic new changes
within the next few months so I cant wait =)
I got another question though. Do you have any particular reason why in your action plan you have only
1 blog a day? I pretty much have the whole day to myself and to focus on this, but I can't really see what
else I can do rather than tweak the site a bit.
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What else do you recommend to do if you have plenty of time? Is it alright to build more sites if you do?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/18 19:07

_____________________________________

Yes, you will love the new features that I have planned to add in this beast :)
I insist on 1 blog per day because I want you to spend the rest of your time in promoting the blogs you
build. The more you promote, more money you make. In the plan, I suggest after building a blog, do a
couple of backlink submissions and sorts in less than half hour to promote the blogs. This is enough if
you want to make just a dollar per blog. But when you promote even more, like for example writing some
articles and submitting for backlinks and sorts, you could improve this 1 dollar per blog to even 10$ per
blog.
Hope you get my point.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by john1010 - 2010/04/18 22:51

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
Yes, you will love the new features that I have planned to add in this beast :)
I insist on 1 blog per day because I want you to spend the rest of your time in promoting the blogs you
build. The more you promote, more money you make. In the plan, I suggest after building a blog, do a
couple of backlink submissions and sorts in less than half hour to promote the blogs. This is enough if
you want to make just a dollar per blog. But when you promote even more, like for example writing some
articles and submitting for backlinks and sorts, you could improve this 1 dollar per blog to even 10$ per
blog.
Hope you get my point.
Regards,
Carty..
Can you give us some guidance on how to promote our blogs in detail because i think most of the ABS
user already know that it is easy now to create a blogs because of the auto blogging software but i think
the blogs promotion is the hard thing for the newbie. Thanks
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
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Posted by Keen - 2010/04/19 06:25
_____________________________________

I guess that makes sense. The plan mentioned that to start the backlinking in the second week, so I'll
start the bookmarking next week =)
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by cdicicco - 2010/04/25 23:50

_____________________________________

John1010 wrote:
Can you give us some guidance on how to promote our blogs in detail because i think most of the ABS
user already know that it is easy now to create a blogs because of the auto blogging software but i think
the blogs promotion is the hard thing for the newbie. Thanks

..... Hello Carty, Just wondering if you might help us out on the "how to best do the promotion of the
blogs" as soon as possible. Also which automated free plug-ins for bookmarking do you use or suggest?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/27 19:54

_____________________________________

Blog promotion is absolutely essential and it determines how much money you make. For beginners, I
suggest laying a strong foundation. SEO to be precise. You must have the best onsite SEO, most part of
which is complete when you use WordPress. Make sure you use a CSS based, table less theme and
use proper keywords on your blog home page. Try to have a lengthy home page with a lot of posts
shown there. Try to find more of text content for your blogs rather than focusing on images and videos.
Make sure you take advantage of all the freely available SEO plug-ins like All-in-one seo, headspace
and sorts.
When the on-site SEO is good, with frequent updates of content, you will get a lot of organic visitors.
Social bookmarking is just to index your new blog or a way to let the search engines know that you have
some blog out there. You don't really use it for traffic. Social traffic never converts! They just help in
SEO.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by leonabs - 2010/04/28 09:31
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_____________________________________

Hello Carty,
I purchased your software 2 days ago... and this is my first post here.
Normally I build my Wordpress blogs manually; but I am getting tired of building one blog after another...
that is why I find your software interesting...
I have a few questions to ask if I may...
If you don't mind, can you share with me one of your blogs built using Auto Blogging Software? Because
I still can't picture in my head how does an auto-blog look like? Do they look like a normal Wordpress
blog?
Also, you suggested us to build 50 blogs.... assuming that I use Wordpress for all my 50 blogs, my
question is....
Do you suggest to host all 50 blogs on one hosting account? Or is it better to spread them into different
hosting servers?
NOTE: Currently I'm using HostGator (reseller account) and currently I have about 20 blogs - but all
these blogs are NOT auto-blogs; I built them manually and wrote my own articles.
Looking forward to your answers.
Thanks!
regards,
leon.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/28 10:15

_____________________________________

Dear Leon,
Thanks for your purchase. Blogs built using other automation tools may look more like a crap yard
with junk posts but with my software, since you decide on what gets published to your blog, you will have
a high quality blog that more or less looks like a natural or manually updated blog. Shoot me an email
and I will show you some example blogs. You really won't find if they're automated blogs :)
For beginners, all blogs under one account is fine but it is better not to put all eggs in one basket. If you
could split them onto different servers, you have a lot of SEO benefits when you consider linking
strategies in the future. Say when you want your blogs to point to your sales page or money sites.
You don't need to build a separate automated blog. You can use the software to your existing network of
20 blogs built already :)
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Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by leonabs - 2010/04/28 10:40

_____________________________________

Hi Carty,
What is your email please...
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/28 11:43

_____________________________________

Owner CartyStudios.com
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by leonabs - 2010/04/28 14:52

_____________________________________

Hi Carty, email sent... thanks.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by jhnelson23 - 2010/04/29 07:36

_____________________________________

Hey Carty,
I have a general question. I know it's always better to have unique everything when it comes to content,
but just wanted to ask you if you change the titles to every post you do in the ABS software...or do you
sometimes just post them as is?
Thanks,
Jake
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
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Posted by Carty - 2010/04/29 07:57
_____________________________________

Dear Jake,
Title is the main element to determine if the page is duplicate or not in the eyes of Google. I always
use the translate setting within the software so the titles are also translated to make it unique. Some of
the translated titles won't be in proper grammar, like 1 in 10 articles. I modify those titles alone.
PS: This thread is for discussing about the action plan. I advice others to make a new thread if your
question is not related directly to the action plan so it helps me organize things better and that way
others having the same question will find it easy.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by leonabs - 2010/04/29 08:10

_____________________________________

Hi Carty,
Is there video tutorial that shows us how to build blog using ABS?
Thanks!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/29 09:11

_____________________________________

It will be released next month. Just wanna add some more features and then record them finally :)
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by vitalyg - 2010/05/07 06:26

_____________________________________

Hi Carty,
Just purchased the software and it looks great.
I have a few questions about promotion, that I think fit into this thread.
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I know that you have to test everything, but since it takes a few weeks to see the results, while I could be
building more blogs, I figure you already have this down to a science as to what works best usually. I
know SEO is tricky, so I'm not going to hold you to it :)
Anyways, I understand that translating content, makes it more unique.
So on your blogs that you build do you (and do you recommend) always translating?
If I found a good content in English, do you suggest going to say Spanish, then back to English?
And also in the software it asks for categories on your blog. So for the blogs I've built manually, I've
always made the categories from the keywords I was targeting.
Do you do that and recommend it? And if so how many categories do you recommend per blog, or
better, what would be the max you would do?
Also in your example with using subdomains, I'm not really clear on how would the software know to
which subdomain to post to. or where you referring to categories, because that's what it asks for each
RSS Feed?
And lastly, I think :) , how many posts do you normally set up per day?
Thanks,
Vitaly
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by alexis12345 - 2010/05/07 10:17

_____________________________________

Hi Carty,
I also bought the software and I'd like to know:
1. Where can i set the categories each post goes to withing the software? Is that possible?
2. When picking a niche you mention "Find ANY niche with Competition". What number of competing
pages would be ideal? A very competitive niche is good you say?
Thanks.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/05/07 10:27

_____________________________________

Dear Vitaly,
Thank you for the purchase. SEO is tricky when you have 1 white hat website and trying to hit hard
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on the first page of Google for the most highly competitive keywords. You actually try to get your main
domain ranked for those keywords even though a lot of individual pages may rank well by themselves.
But in case of auto blogging, it is totally different. We focus on being strong with the basic SEO so with a
lot of good content, most of the posts (individual pages) rank well at least in long tail keywords. So, even
with the minimal traffic we receive to make a few dollars per blog, we scale it by auto blogging. Hope I'm
being clear enough to you.
In my experience, I first attempt to find foreign feeds, translate them once to english for very good
content. If I don't find them enough, I search for some english feeds and sometimes translate but for
some feeds I don't translate if I leave a link back to original article. A mix of translated feeds and a few
copy ones don't make a big deal and still keeps my blogs fresh :).
Regarding categories, I don't recommend you to auto generate them based on tags or so because when
you have more categories it makes no point having them as tags will be doing the same job already. I
suggest having around 5-7 or max 10 categories per blog.
In case of sub-domain blogs, you simply have to add a new blog that is on the sub domain. For every
sub-domain blog, you add it to the software separately.
I always recommend making a max of 3 posts per day at the start. Later increase it by 1 post per month.
Example, from the 2nd month, you will make 4 per day and so on.. This makes it look more natural to the
eyes of Google.
Hope to have answered all your questions.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by vitalyg - 2010/05/07 12:05

_____________________________________

Carty,
Thank you for a fast and great response.
I'm sure it'll help others as well.
One more question on the keywords I forgot to ask.
Because when you mentioned ranking for different pages w/long tail keywords, so in doing your research
what is your general criteria for
the keywords.
Correct me if I'm wrong, I get what you're saying about the difference with auto-blogging vs. regular seo
"work", but we still need to focus on buying keyword phrases, right?
And normally you would focus on making sure there's some search volume, and let's say less than
50,000 competing pages in exact match.
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I know everyone's criteria is different, but is that something you stick to as well, or do you just look for
targeted buying keywords?
Thanks again,
Vitaly
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by alexis12345 - 2010/05/07 15:22

_____________________________________

Also Carty, when we choose the keywords, should we look for a "gold" keyword that we can reach the
1st page of google with? Or should we pick a highly competitive niches where we'll rank for small and
many long tail keywords?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/05/07 19:41

_____________________________________

alexis12345 wrote:
Hi Carty,
I also bought the software and I'd like to know:
1. Where can i set the categories each post goes to withing the software? Is that possible?
2. When picking a niche you mention "Find ANY niche with Competition". What number of competing
pages would be ideal? A very competitive niche is good you say?
Thanks.
Dear Alexis,
Thank you for your purchase. At the moment you can set the category for every feed you add. If
you want to change category on per post basis, it will be added in the next version.
I would recommend a niche having around 50K searches a month. Anything more than that? COnsider
brekng it down to sub-niches.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/05/07 19:53

_____________________________________
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To both Vitaly Alexis and others:
You really don't need to struggle hard finding the right keywords that would work. You just have to find a
niche and that's it. The secret untold trick here is, the original feed website owner would have done the
research already :) That is why he ranked well and so you found him. Therefore when you use the same
exact keywords, with a little bit of twist in your content to make them unique, your pages will rank well
too :)
Hope you guys get this idea.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by alexis12345 - 2010/05/08 04:45

_____________________________________

Many Thanks Nick.
I have yet another question about a concept I can't seem to understand. I had a few sites but never a
blog.
Doing SEO for a page on a site is the same with doing seo for a blog post? I mean everything is similar
with the on page seo for a site? Like keywords, descriptions and so on?
If so, when your software gets and publishes the posts, it also copies the meta tags for that post?

P.S: I'd like to learn more about how SEO for blogs works. If you have any resource that might help, I'd
really appreciate it. A blogging guide or something like that.
Thanks again, :cheer:
Alex
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/05/08 20:14

_____________________________________

Dear Alex,
Yes, the basic SEO steps remain the same for blogs or static html pages. However, in the case of
blogs, you don't have to worry about them too much, especially when using WordPress because a lot of
free plug-ins are available out there to take care of these tags and keywords automatically.
I don't have a guide on special SEO for blogs but a while ago I wrote a guide on how to make money
from blogs. It maybe a basic guide if you're already used to blogging but if you're a newb and never built
a blog before, it might help a bit. The guide I'm talking about is available at www.Blog4BigBucks.com
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Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by alexis12345 - 2010/05/09 05:25

_____________________________________

Thanks !
============================================================================

Re: 7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by gfonline - 2010/05/12 17:45

_____________________________________

Is this the entire 7 day action plan or is there an updated download version somewhere? I am reading
whole thread now, but its quite long. Is there a way to print all pages of this thread? not seeing an option
to do so.
============================================================================

Re: 7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/05/12 21:01

_____________________________________

Actually you don't need to go through all these pages. Just the opening post in the action plan. You can
print it for reference if required.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by jdownloads - 2010/07/18 13:07

_____________________________________

How's everyone making out on the action plan? How many of you actually have 50 blogs now?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by bparkman - 2010/07/21 18:13

_____________________________________

I just got hold of the software and the 7 Day report. So I will be starting soon and will keep everyone
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posted. I'm a total newbie at this so it may be a little while.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by bparkman - 2010/07/21 18:22

_____________________________________

Another thing I may do is, being new at this, I may just do one blogger.com blog for practice, work on
getting it to a dollar or two a day with CPA, and then go on to Wordpress. I saw where one of Carty's
warnings about Google is they delete blogs for no seeming reason sometime. I was going to do it all for
awhile with blogger.com until I saw that remark somewhere.
A question, and it seems I saw this somewhere maybe in this thread about sub domains. Can I just buy
a generic domain name like myname.com and just build sub domains off off that like
freestuff.myname.com? I don't want to start buying a domain name for every blog yet due to the cost.
Eventually I could when making money if that is recommended, but not to begin with.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/07/21 18:51

_____________________________________

That's right, get a generic domain name and start a couple of blogs or maybe 5 on sub-domains and
later expand with the earnings from it.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by nathanv - 2010/08/02 08:25

_____________________________________

Would you recommend using rss feed from ezine articles ? After going through the translation, i get
about 40% unique . please advise
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/08/02 13:11

_____________________________________

If it works for you, then go ahead :) 40% uniqueness is a great level to go with.
Regards,
Carty..
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============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by 777services - 2010/09/02 14:07

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
These are a bunch of them. In some blogs I use more but these are the ones I most commonly use. I
usally install these on one blog, take a complete backup of the plugins folder under wp_content and
upload them all to my other blogs so I can then just activate them from dashboard instead of having
them to be re-installed on all the blogs I create.
Regards,
Carty..
Carty, could you tell me the process you use to back the plugin folder and upload them? Are you just
downloading them through FTP and then uploading them to a new blog or is it more to it? Thanks.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/09/02 15:22

_____________________________________

That's right, simply download the folder with FileZilla and upload to your new blogs. Then you can see
them for activation in the blog' dashboard.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Barry - 2010/09/04 23:14

_____________________________________

I do something similar. I have all the plug ins and themes I mostly use in a folder called 'Autoblogging
Project'. First thing I do, having created a new blog is upload them with filezilla. Or you can do it in File
Manager in the Cpanel (this works best with zipped files).
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by ramesh_msr - 2010/09/29 10:04

_____________________________________

Hi Carty,
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Just now I purchased your software and also came to know that you are living in chennai.
Could you please let me know where you put up and also Can I meet you directly ?
M.S. Ramesh
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/09/30 06:10

_____________________________________

Send me an email directly and I will give you the details.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by jhvdmade - 2010/10/03 03:35

_____________________________________

Hello Carty and other readers,
I bought ABS two days ago... I am very happy with the software and my new learning experiences so far.
Also I appreciate the work and support you have provided so far - Keep up the good work !
I do understand the sub domain concept, and implementation of an additional blog into each subdomain.
My question is: Do these subdomains remain as separate entities or do you cross reference them in
each blog? And how do you best accomplish this? Or is this done, just to save money on buying
addional domains?
Also I have wordpress domains and probably subdomains soon ;-), and started to create Blogger blogs
which feels a bit like an information overload and a lot of new techniques to master for this newbee.
What do you recommend, would give me the highest possible ROI, WordPress Domain standalone, or
WP with some subdomains or a blogger blog? I try to focus on one method. Or do you recommend to
have the variety of different blogs?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by bertieg - 2010/10/04 14:16

_____________________________________

This is great to Have an action PLAN. It is so easy to get of TASK in the internet enviroment.
Thanks Roberta
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============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by rlaramli - 2010/10/12 09:04

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
It will be released next month. Just wanna add some more features and then record them finally :)
Regards,
Carty..
Hi Carty,
Have you release the video tutorials yet.. it would definitely be handy for a starter.
Regards
Ramli
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by rlaramli - 2010/10/12 09:16

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
alexis12345 wrote:
Hi Carty,
I also bought the software and I'd like to know:
1. Where can i set the categories each post goes to withing the software? Is that possible?
2. When picking a niche you mention "Find ANY niche with Competition". What number of competing
pages would be ideal? A very competitive niche is good you say?
Thanks.
Dear Alexis,
Thank you for your purchase. At the moment you can set the category for every feed you add. If
you want to change category on per post basis, it will be added in the next version.
I would recommend a niche having around 50K searches a month. Anything more than that? COnsider
brekng it down to sub-niches.
Regards,
Carty..
Hi Carty,
Please clarify, is this for 50K searches a month or 50K competing pages. I just want to make sure I
understand this correct. The question is about competing pages and the answer is on number of
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searches.
I might miss something here.
Regards
Ramli
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by dumkist - 2010/10/13 14:05

_____________________________________

I would like to know the answer to that ? also.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/10/15 15:08

_____________________________________

Don't worry about the competing pages. Just look out for keywords that get a minimum of 50K monthly
searches globally.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by rlaramli - 2010/10/16 02:04

_____________________________________

Thank so much Carty,
for the clarification and it is a lot easier than I initially thought.
Regards
Ramli
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by hviews - 2010/10/20 07:33

_____________________________________

Sorry I am not sure if it has been mentioned in this thread already, but I was wondering what is the best
way to monetize your auto blogs? What is a guaranteed way that your auto blog would consistently
make at least $1/day?
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I don't know if adsense is any good because a lot of people (like myself) use adblockers so adsense
never shows up on any websites. Also for my niche site, I have not gotten even 1 single click on my
adsense ads.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by dumkist - 2010/10/27 21:53

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
Don't worry about the competing pages. Just look out for keywords that get a minimum of 50K monthly
searches globally.
Regards,
Carty..
Ok now does this mean that the website will be based off this one keyword that gets 50k or more
searches a month ?..basically will the site just be centered around that one keyword..as far as all of the
feeds and articles ?..Example:" make money online"...we will just find all the content we can on this
keyword..feeds, articles.plr ...correct ?
Here is what I was planing..building sites on sub domains..each sub domain based on one keyword
only...is this right ?...also I wanted to ask when you created all of your sites on sub domains was they all
on 1 c-panel or did each sub domain have its very own c-panel ?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/11/18 14:16

_____________________________________

hviews wrote:
Sorry I am not sure if it has been mentioned in this thread already, but I was wondering what is the best
way to monetize your auto blogs? What is a guaranteed way that your auto blog would consistently
make at least $1/day?
I don't know if adsense is any good because a lot of people (like myself) use adblockers so adsense
never shows up on any websites. Also for my niche site, I have not gotten even 1 single click on my
adsense ads.
Adsense is still the best way. A few percentage of online users block the ads but you still get a good
CTR from the rest. You can of course try other monetization methods like banner ads and affiliate
marketing too.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
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Posted by omaldo - 2010/11/23 05:16
_____________________________________

Hi! Just to let you know I bought your software, and I am actively using it everyday, learning a lot in the
process, as you told us I doing just one blog a day, and here are some of the things I have had to learn
in the process:
how to blend adsense in the content
how to find good feeds
Using a foreign language feed .That's what I'm planning to do tomorrow
Things I need to learn
quicly upload all the plugins to the new blogs, not doing it how I've doing it these past days
need to get a reliable source of photos
SEO optimize my blogs
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by mwbarrows - 2010/11/23 16:57

_____________________________________

Hi Carty,
In the 7 Day Action Plan, you mention finding good keywords for each niche, but what do you do with
them? Do you search for blogs based on each keyword, or do you import feeds based on teh main
keyword and then manipulate them using the other keywords?
I'm still unsure about how to use the range of keywords to good advantage.
I'm setting up WP blogs using the WP multisite function. I'm using the main keyword for each blog as
the sub-domain. Would it be best to set up a number of Categories using the best keywords and then
distribute the blog entries within these categories?
Any ideas on this folks?
Cheers,
MikeyB
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/11/24 14:50

_____________________________________

Yes Mikey, you simply search for feeds on all your keywords and add them to the software.
WP Multisite is a good option and every sub-domain in the primary keyword with sub-niches as
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categories work great.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by omaldo - 2010/11/24 16:45

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
I use all the top ones. To begin with: Akismet for filtering out spam,
All-In-One SEO - lot of seo benefits
HeadSpace 2 - takes care if meta information
Quick Meta Keywords
Google sitemaps - Dynamically generates sitemap
Adsense deluxe - to insert ads but I mostly insert them directly from themes.
Max Ping optimizer - To prevent frequent pings
Wp Sticky - to sticky a post in frontpage making people to opt-in
Wp Lightbox - To graphically overlay images when clicked
FlickrRSS - To show flicker photos in my blog
Feedburner feed smith
Feed Footer
FireStats - I also prefer GA for better monitoring of stats at 1 location
Simple Tags - Auto generate tags
Get recent comments - onto sidebar widget
WP paginate - at the bottom
WP Contact form - so they could contact me for ads :)
WP Cache - to improve performance and load times.
Share This
Sociable
WP-Post Ratings
TweetSuite
WP Greet Box
These are a bunch of them. In some blogs I use more but these are the ones I most commonly use. I
usally install these on one blog, take a complete backup of the plugins folder under wp_content and
upload them all to my other blogs so I can then just activate them from dashboard instead of having
them to be re-installed on all the blogs I create.
Regards,
Carty..
Carty, I'm finding your software truly unbelievable! I have 3 questions though:
1.-Aren't some of these plugins too related ? meaning sociable, share this, Tweetsuite? don't they get in
conflict with each other's actions?
2.-For a newbie like me which ones do you suggest we use as absolutely necessary? ping optimizer
would be one of them for sure!
3.-Is there another substitute for All in One SEO Pack?
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Thanks in advance
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by mwbarrows - 2010/11/25 10:57

_____________________________________

Thanks Carty!
I'm still a little confused though...
I'm trying to get a proper handle on how to ensure that the long-tail keywords are included, so that they
can start getting indexed by the search engines.
Lets say you had a niche with 50 good keywords, for example:
wedding planning - main keyword
wedding planning checklist
wedding planning guide
wedding planning tips
wedding planning services
wedding planning books, etc...
Do you:
1. just search for feeds for the main keyword (wedding planning) - and use the other keywords as
Categories?
2. Search for feeds using - say- the top 5 keywords and use the others as Categories?
3. Seacrh for feeds for all the keywords?
(I suppose another solution is to search for articles for each of the keywords...?)
Your software is awesome, but I think these are the important details that will really make the difference
in being really successful with it. Perhaps a pdf or video on this topic would be useful..
Many thanks
Mikey
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2010/11/30 14:28

_____________________________________

Omaldo: Yes those plug-ins are the same. I now use a better plug-in called Sexy Bookmarks and it
works extremely well. Grabs attention a lot and most bloggers are using it.
Absolute necessary? All of them indeed! It's like many little pennies adding up to a dollar. :)
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Mikey: Don't break your head with complicated research. Just pick the competive keyword and add
categories based on sub-keywords or related keywords.
Long tails: The feed source website would have already done the research on which would automatically
be inserted on your posts :)
Hope you get my point?
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by mwbarrows - 2010/11/30 14:46

_____________________________________

Thanks Carty!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by kingdd - 2011/01/09 22:43

_____________________________________

I already have some blogs running with other auto blogging software. If they are not doing so well traffic
wise, how do I go about using your software instead?
De-activate the other software and just start ABS? Or wipe the site clean and start over fresh with ABS?
Also, Should each new blog be on wordpress for a domain i already own or will be buying? Or can they
be free Blogger blogs to get similar results?
Also, the 50 blogs I will be building. Are these 50 in different niches or decide on say 10 niches and
making 5 sub niche blogs for each of those niches?
I will re-read the plan to try to figure out. Just a little confused. :huh:
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by salvador - 2011/01/14 13:20

_____________________________________

hi. i think i can help you out here.
abs is a posting tool, it posts the article to your blog it is the same thing as you would login and do it by
hand.
having said that, you can
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- let the other software continue to run,
- post in addition by hand
- post in addition with abs
it greatly depends on how you *want* to work.
if you decide, that you prefer abs and do not want to continue with the other one, i would just deactivate
the other one.
but keep the content. otherwise you would start from scratch.
...
to the topics of the blogs. i feel this is and should be completely up to you.
it does not depend on abs, but on your 'action plan' or envisioned result...
regards,
thomas.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Linc2011 - 2011/01/17 19:04

_____________________________________

I have 38 blogs so far. I am finding it difficult( slowewb) to update my blogs as I get a message that the
ezine.com has reached it's download limit("locks up". I have used the software update link in the middle
of the update index page for about 4-5 of my blogs and then it locks up.
So I tried one blog and it locks up with same message.
But, on the good side. The blogs that I do update and carefully edit the scheduled postings are getting
traffic from all around the globe, very cool! I am about at 30 hits a month.
Also, when i tried affiliate product uploads it gave me products that really didn't match my blog ( again i
am sure it is because i am a slow newb)
Great software, great bussiness professional Nick. Thank you! I'm on my way to getting there.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/01/21 16:39

_____________________________________

Thanks for your comments on my software. Glad you're doing it the right way. I'm sure it is going to grow
further for you.
eZine is really acting up lately, probably I'd be adding proxy support to it soon.
Will keep you updated.
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Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2011/02/27 11:47
_____________________________________

Hi Nick,
You mentioned somewhere that to save time, you copy your plugins folder and paste it into other
domains.
By doing this, are all the settings copied as well or do you have to go through all the settings after
pasting into the new domain ?
Quite literally, do you just copy and paste ?
If not, would you describe how you back up the plugins folder and get it into new domains please perhaps a step by step guide ?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Shana Jahsinta Walters - 2011/02/27 12:23
_____________________________________

I would very much like detailed instructions on how to do this aw well.
All the best,
Shana Jahsinta Walters.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/03/14 09:06

_____________________________________

You just have to download the entire plug-ins folder to your PC after setting up everything on one blog.
Simply upload this folder to your new blogs and most of the setting should be retained but it is required
that you still check the setting individually if they have been applied as some plug-ins use the database
to store their settings.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by RealTraffic2000 - 2011/03/15 23:46

_____________________________________

Shoot me an email and I will show you some example blogs. You really won't find if they're automated
blogs
Hey if it is ok with you I would like to see what your blogs look like using the ABS software. Yes Newbie
here.
Thanks
Boris
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by wosullivan - 2011/04/04 16:39

_____________________________________

Hi Carty
I am new to the forum and would just like to ask you if your 7 day blueprint (First post in this thread) still
applies in current times as the post you made was a year ago...
Any changes to the blueprint needed or is it still good to follow?
Why I ask is because of all the changes that Google has been making with their algorithm obviously their
are many people on other forums saying that autoblogging is dead or not a good idea, hence me asking.
Thanks
Wayne
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/04/11 14:37

_____________________________________

Wayne, Google changes their algorithms every night, literally. Those who build auto blogs with
conventional plugins should only worry because they post everything from the source websites, inclduing
crap and this will make it easy for Google to determine it is a spam blog.
But with the case of my software, it isn't totally automated. Only the posts you select will go to your blogs
and you can even edit the content if required. I would call this as smart blogging rather than auto
blogging :)
The business model explained in the 7-Day action plan has no shortcuts or tricky ways to do things. It is
a proven model followed by regular bloggers but we're doing it smartly and more quickly. There is
nothing that could go wrong in it, even for several years to come.
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My blogs are still kicking hard and in fact my revenue has only increased since publishing the guide.
Happy Smart Blogging!
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by wosullivan - 2011/04/11 17:01

_____________________________________

Hi Carty
Thanks for the reply. I will give it a bash as see how it goes. I quite like your software (have tried it out on
blogger to test). Just need to get my mind around the whole concept...
What amazes me is how these sites get traffic in large quantities so fast, I suppose it all depends on the
keywords you target and what linkbuilding you do...
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/04/13 15:18

_____________________________________

Correct! Selecting the niche and linkbuilding play a major role.
Your blogs will have large quanity of posts. Several thousand pages maybe. A few of them at least rank
well on search engines and those pages will be the main source of revenue for you.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by wosullivan - 2011/04/13 16:39

_____________________________________

I think I read the more general the niche the better... Is this correct? So keyword competition etc.. all
goes out the window really then and you focus on keywords volume when selecting niche?
Do you make all the content you pull unique before you post it to your sites or just paste straight in? Also
if the content needs to be made unique do you run it through a spinner first?
Thanks
============================================================================
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Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/04/16 16:34

_____________________________________

That's correct. Keyword research is all important when you build a small website with 5 or 10 pages and
try to rank them all.
I usually pull the content as is and paste but sometimes edit the titles and content too. All within the
software.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by aspire27 - 2011/04/23 09:28

_____________________________________

Hello and thanks for the great software. I have read and digested the 7 day plan and read all comments
here, but I have a few questions.
1. You said to target keywords with over 50k worldwide seaches. The competition for keywords with this
many searches is massive, millions of results! How do you expect our auto blogs to rank well in google
searches and achieve traffic?
2. If you are using an rss feeds that are updated daily (which is ideal for autoblogging), getting any of
these posts indexed in google is probably very unlikely without making lots of changes to each post.
Surely if you are making lots of changes to posts for indexing this isnt really autoblogging?
When I start my first autoblog I will be submitting a sitemap to google to see how the indexing is
progressing, lets be honest..NO INDEXING NO TRAFFIC = NO ADSENSE CLICKS.
Do you have any examples of successful autoblogs?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/04/29 15:05

_____________________________________

1. Auto Blogs usually have serveral hundred posts/pages. At least a few of them should rank high on
these competitive niches based on long tail keywords. These pages/posts are the key to your earnings.
2. Making changes is better. Which means, you're doing something like a regular blogging but in a more
smarter and quicker way. Imagine if you were having 50 blogs, going through the admin panel of all
blogs and making posts, that isnt practical for a single person. But possible and can be done easily with
this software.
95% of my blogs are all successfull :) 5% miss on the keywords I picked.
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Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by aspire27 - 2011/04/29 19:00

_____________________________________

Thanks for the reply. To be honest my blogs are nowing slowly being updated with content and indexing
IS taking place, which is excellent. So over time, search engines will see this as natural blog posts and
gradually index my blog.
Another question I have is tags in blogger. With the feeds I am using, the tags that come with each post
seem to be only one word tags only. Will this effect how my blog posts will be found by search engines,
or will the title of each post and post content be sufficient?
I am going for 100 blogs, which is my maximum with one blogger account I think.
I also think SEO is massive for this to be successfull, I using a Excel sheet for my blogs with a list of blog
directory sites and search engines that i will submit all blogs too. This is more hard work, but nothing is
FREE!!!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Jeffries - 2011/05/04 22:10

_____________________________________

I'm doing the math here, and I can imagine it taking a huge amount of time to update 50 blogs! Maybe
I'm missing something...
Carty, you suggest 3 posts per day, which is 21 posts for each blog each week. By the time you get to
50 blogs you'll need to manually select and change around 1050 articles each week! Seems like a
daunting task....
Am I missing something, or is that in fact the case?
Thanks!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by aspire27 - 2011/05/06 04:40

_____________________________________

============================================================================
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Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/05/10 15:35

_____________________________________

aspire: If you're planning to go 100 with Blogger, I would suggest you to stay away from blogger as much
as possible as they're notorious to randomly closing down blogs for no reason. You could simply buy 1
domain and install multiple wordpress blogs on sub-domains which would be something like maintaining
your own blogger network.
Jeffries: I have 36 blogs in total and I make about 15 posts per week on average to each of them. Every
week, a shot of update brings in about 800 posts and I quickly go over them and delete about 200 of
them which look spam or junk and edit some titles mostly to the remaining 600 posts. This wont take me
more than 2 hours and it's easy. Try it out.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Jeffries - 2011/05/11 13:27

_____________________________________

Thanks Carty!
One more questions, I've been playing around with the Demo of version 2.0, and it seems pretty neat.
Are there additional features on the full version? I notice all the preferences are locked, and I'm
wondering what additional functionality I can pull out of this great piece of software!
Mind you, it's pretty fantastic as is, but just curious before I make the purchase...
Thanks!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by chocochoco - 2011/05/26 22:41

_____________________________________

hi guys i dun wna be dick here but just some quick questions...
1. which hosting and domain regitrar is best for autoblogs so that there is no fear of dmca takedown etc
and complaints :(
2. since we r basically scarpping content off from other rss feeds so that will mean that the webmaster
whose content i m scraping will come to know since a trackback will sent to him :dry: so how to escape
from the webmaster whose content u r scrapping.do u disable the trackbacks..
3. which feeds do u opt for full feeds or partial feeds ? which is better? edit - juts learnt abs extracts full
feeds :)
4. what precautions do i have to take with auto blogging ? :unsure:
sry for stupid questions but i have ben only a white hatter so dunno much :(
============================================================================
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Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by cufflinks - 2011/05/31 14:42

_____________________________________

Hi there
I am trying to get a print version of this thread so I could print out and read on the bus. I tried searching,
but couldn't find a print button.
Any thoughts? Thanks!
Regards
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/06/11 16:03

_____________________________________

@Jeffries: The full version will have the same features. In Demo version, there will be a featured link to
our website added at the end of every post you make.
@chocochoco: I have spoken to CoolHandle and they seem to do fine with auto blogs. Domains,
GoDaddy or Namecheap the best.
2. Yes, we disable trackbacks almost always.
3. Yup, the software extracts full feeds for you.
4. No precautions as such. Auto Blogging with other tools is what black hat. But with my software, you
can be create high quality auto blogs which is totally legal and safe.
@cufflinks: Sorry, we disabled the print option for SEO reasons. It causes duplicate contenting on the
eyes of Google. The only way left is to copy paste to Word and print :)
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by benhur - 2011/06/28 20:39

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
aspire: If you're planning to go 100 with Blogger, I would suggest you to stay away from blogger as much
as possible as they're notorious to randomly closing down blogs for no reason. You could simply buy 1
domain and install multiple wordpress blogs on sub-domains which would be something like maintaining
your own blogger network.
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Jeffries: I have 36 blogs in total and I make about 15 posts per week on average to each of them. Every
week, a shot of update brings in about 800 posts and I quickly go over them and delete about 200 of
them which look spam or junk and edit some titles mostly to the remaining 600 posts. This wont take me
more than 2 hours and it's easy. Try it out.
Regards,
Carty..
Hi Carty,
Just new here and still researching if I will buy the ABS, my question is how do you install
multiple WP in a single domain? My host is Hostgator.
tks
edselhttp://www.webmagnates.org/components/com_kunena/template/default_ex/images/english/emotic
ons/smile.png
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/07/05 15:40

_____________________________________

Its very easy. On your hostgator control panel, goto the option 'Sub-Domains' and create there. It is just
like creating a folder on your domain and accessing it by the following link: foldername.domainname.com
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/07/06 04:39

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
Its very easy. On your hostgator control panel, goto the option 'Sub-Domains' and create there. It is just
like creating a folder on your domain and accessing it by the following link: foldername.domainname.com
Regards,
Carty..
You can also install multiple separate copies of Wordpress in separate folders under your domain name.
yourdomain.com/folder1/wordpressblog1
yourdomain.com/folder2/wordpressblog2
yourdomain.com/folder3/wordpressblog3
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yourdomain.com/folder4/wordpressblog4
In your domain's CPanel go to File Manager to create the folders.
When you install Wordpress you will have the option to select which folder to install in.
Theoretically you could install an unlimited number of blogs under one domain.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Spartacus - 2011/07/12 09:32

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
Day 1:
You're going to do a little bit of research today. Find all profitable niches. High paying keyword niches or
whatever. You don't need to hunt for keywords paying $10/click. $1/click is still a good rate. So pick ANY
niche with some COMPETITION.
You can collect 50 niches by day 1. Collect about 7-10 for this week. If the niche is too broad, you're
going to split them into sub-niches onto sub-domains with a highest traffic keyword in the main domain.
Hi Carty,
Let me start by thanking you for your clear and concise action plan for auto blogging.
I'm a newbie in Internet Marketing and I stumbled upon your software and I'm really interested in making
just $1/day from a blog.
I believe it's possible and I'm all geared up to build my blog. However, being a noob, I'm trying to
understand how can I research on the high paying keyword niches? What sort of tools or website should
i goto?
How can I work towards just making $1 dollar /day? Thru Adsense alone? or some other affiliate
products?
Appreciate your thoughts and advice.
TIA.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/07/12 12:37

_____________________________________

Spartacus wrote:
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I believe it's possible and I'm all geared up to build my blog. However, being a noob, I'm trying to
understand how can I research on the high paying keyword niches? What sort of tools or website should
i goto?
How can I work towards just making $1 dollar /day? Thru Adsense alone? or some other affiliate
products?
KEYWORD RESEARCH:
Google Adwords Keyword Tool (GAKT) at https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
This will show you the number of searches per month and average cost per click (CPC) that Adwords
advertisers are paying to advertise.
To get CPC values you need to be signed in with your Adwords account.
To get an Adwords account (which is free) go to google.com/adwords and look for the "Start Now"
button.
Start plugging in keywords (eg car, computer, desk) and look for keywords with around 3000 exact
match global monthly searches and an average CPC of $1 or more.
ADSENSE or AFFILIATE:
To be honest I have had little success with affiliate products (eg Amazon or Clickbank) on my autoblogs.
I think affiliate sales require more unique "pre-selling" content to persuade a visitor to click and then buy.
However it could be just the niches that I am targeting - maybe others have had more success?
Anyway, my vote is for Adsense.
More details about all of the above can be found in my signature link - Advanced Auto Blogging
Blueprint.
It is a free download, you only need to supply a valid email address.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Spartacus - 2011/07/13 05:58

_____________________________________

Thanks for the tip. Read thru your article about autoblog blueprint.
Good stuffs. B)
As mentioned in your article, you said that it's a numbers game.. that we should design and go as many
blogs as we can.
How do you keep your monthly operation cost low and yet be making enough to sustain the cost? Does
it mean that the first couple of months, there will be little or no income as the indexing and SEO would
need time.
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If we are looking at building 30 blogs, would that amount to quite a substanial amount? Any ballpark
estimate of these cost?
Thanks.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/07/13 06:28

_____________________________________

The main costs are:
1. Hosting - Hostgator is only $10 per month for an unlimited number of sites
2. Domain names - $10 per year per domain
3. Unique content - I recommend at least 1 page (you should try for more). Either do it yourself or
outsource ($5 per article at fiverr.com)
4. Auto content - one off cost of $67 (i think) for Auto Blogging Software
5. Promotion - you can get alot of linkbuilding done for $5 at fiverr.com. I would recommend spending
$20 in the first year on 4 separate link building gigs to kickstart a site.
Lets look at first and second year costs for 30 sites (all separate domains):
FIRST YEAR:
hosting $10 x 12 months = $120
Domain names $10 x 30 = $300
1 page unique content $5 x 30 = $150
autocontent = $67
promotion $20 x 30 = $600
TOTAL: $1237 = $41 per site
If you want to lower the cost then write the unique content yourself and/or skip the promotion.
Some of the first year cost will be offset by earnings.
SECOND YEAR:
hosting $10 x 12 months = $120
promotion $20 x 30 = $600
TOTAL: $720
If your sites aren't earning way more than $720 per year then you must have got your keyword research
completely wrong.
One more thing:
This is not only a numbers game, but a MIND game.
You have to be able to PERSEVERE with your efforts.
You have to get used to WORK FIRST, GET PAID LATER ON.
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============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by proline - 2011/07/19 16:40

_____________________________________

someone can give some more explanation about keyword research? Its a pain in the ass
ty
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/07/20 02:44

_____________________________________

proline wrote:
someone can give some more explanation about keyword research? Its a pain in the ass
KEYWORD RESEARCH:
Google Adwords Keyword Tool (GAKT) at adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
This will show you the number of searches per month and average cost per click (CPC) that Adwords
advertisers are paying to advertise.
To get CPC values you need to be signed in with your Adwords account.
To get an Adwords account (which is free) go to google.com/adwords and look for the "Start Now"
button.
Start plugging in keywords (eg car, computer, desk) and look for keywords with around 3000 exact
match global monthly searches and an average CPC of $1 or more.
I also take some of the keywords from an initial run and plug them back into the GAKT to generate
longer tail phrases.
eg a search for "car" brings up "car rental", "car insurance", "used car", "car parts" - do individual runs
with these.
What you are looking for is keywords with at least 1000 global searches per month and ave CPC of at
least $1.
COMPETITION ANALYSIS:
Your real competition is the top 10 search results for your keyword phrase.
Use Firefox as your browser and install the SEO Quake plugin. Set the plugin's options to show page
rank (PR) and incoming links.
Now do Google searches for your candidate keyword phrases.
You want to see sites in the top 10 with PR of 2 or less. The more sites like this the better.
Once you have found some keyword phrases with low competition either create a webpage about the
phrase, or build a website using an exact match domain name using the phrase.
What I have just described is a pain in the ass to do. Manually it takes ages.
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I used to use (expensive) software to scrape the Google keywords tool to build a keyword list, then a
paid monthly service to analyse the list for cdompetition.
However I have just recently found cheap (less than $10 - once off) software that will do pretty much the
same thing.
Check it out here: http://advancedautoblogging.info/nicheanalyzer (aff link)
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/07/21 05:10

_____________________________________

Johnno wrote:
However I have just recently found cheap (less than $10 - once off) software that will do pretty much the
same thing.
Check it out here: http://advancedautoblogging.info/nicheanalyzer (aff link)
I've written a blog post that goes step by step through using the software I mentioned above.
It shows me brainstorming a topic, then finding a low competition keyword phrase within 5 minutes.
http://advancedautoblogging.info/5-minute-keyword-research
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by hackey - 2011/07/28 17:04

_____________________________________

Hello Everyone,
Just a quick question: As carty explain that one should make a main domain with broad keyword and
then make sub domains with targeted keywords...
1.) Most of the times broad keywords domains are already purchased by some one else and buying
those websites is not possible because they cost $1000. What should we do in that aspect?
2.) Person like me who is not having a good income can't invest in many domain names as they
unnecessarily burden the amount on us,,, so what should one like me should do. Can we make a simple
name domain and then make sub domains on that with targeted or broad keywords:
For exMAIN DOMAIN
abc.com
SUB DOMAIN
health.abc.com
weightloss.abc.com
blackteapepper.abc.com

etc.....
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Hoping for anyone to reply...
And if Carty can reply this post then i will be very thankful for the same.
Thanks :)
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Carty - 2011/08/05 15:37

_____________________________________

Not all broad keyword domains are taken. You just have to search a bit longer.
Anyway, you could still buy a generic domain and have subdomains on your targeted keywords and it
works very well!
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/08/06 07:55

_____________________________________

hackey wrote:
1.) Most of the times broad keywords domains are already purchased by some one else and buying
those websites is not possible because they cost $1000. What should we do in that aspect?
There are plenty of generic domains available. Here's some help:
Let's look for domains relating to "HDTV".
Method 1:
Go to the "Search Suggest" tool at http://imcheatsheets.com/memberarea/dnt/index.php
When I type in "hdtv" it days that "hdtvresolution.net" is available.
There's 1 good domain name.
Method 2:
Go to Godaddy.com and type "hdtv" into the domain name search box.
It will tell you that hdtv.com, net & org are taken.
But underneath will be some suggested names that are available.
One of them is "hdtv-cheap.com".
Now I don't really like hyphenated domain names, but "cheaphdtv" looks like an interesting idea to work
with.
Go back to Godaddy.com and type in "cheaphdtv".
It will say that cheaphdtv.com, net & org are taken, but it offers other suggestions that are not taken,
including:
newcheaphdtv.com, cheaphdtvblog.com, findcheaphdtv.com
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There's 3 more good domain names.
Method 3:
Go to Nameboy.com
Type "hdtv" into the "Primary Word:" field, then click the "Go Nameboy Go" button.
It shows heaps of available domain names, including:
hdtvdaily.net, hdtvedition.com, insiderhdtv.com
Thats 3 more.
Method 4:
Now I am on a roll, being inspired by some of the ideas from the first 3 methods.
Ideas are just popping into my head:
hdtvinsider.net - available
hdtvadviser.net - available
hdtvadvice.org - available
Including these 3, that's 10 good domains relating to HDTV that are available.
And it only took me about 10 minutes to find them.
Pick a topic and try these methods and I dare you NOT to find a suitable domain name!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by VenBella - 2011/08/11 16:21

_____________________________________

Hi, I am new to autoblogging software which I use only for few days. I didn't know how it works. I was
just playing with the software but over night in change the PR of my webpage from 0-1 and I only
published 4 articles on my blog with links to my webpage. Now I have also instaled most of the plugins
but I could not locate and instal 4 of them. My question is: what eshop plugin could you recommend to
enable me present my own real products (organic skin care and herbal remedy)?
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/08/12 00:01

_____________________________________

VenBella wrote:
My question is: what eshop plugin could you recommend to enable me present my own real products
(organic skin care and herbal remedy)?
WP e-Commerce from http://getshopped.org/
PROS:
Free
Highly customisable
Can handle a wide range of payment options, including PayPal
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Extensive help forum
Lots of experienced consultants available to help you (for a price)
CONS:
Steep learning curve
Help forum a bit hit and miss, can take a while to get a reply
May be too complicated if you are only selling a small number of products
Documentation is a bit skimpy in some areas
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by salvador - 2011/08/12 09:55

_____________________________________

hi,
never tried wp-ecommerce.
i use wp-estore and am pretty satisfied. i took wp-estore, because it is quite cheap and integrates
perfectly with an affilate plugin and a membership plugin by the same author. even that i had no
problems using it, the site/forum show fast support by the creators.
while not being free at all, the complete package 'store, affilate, membership' is cheaper than just one
premium plugin for affiliate OR membership by wp-ecommerce.
note, that wp-estore can handle physical products, but is mainly for digital products. hence, it supports
shipping and taxes, but should not be as complete here as general stores like xtc are.
check it out:
- affiliate link: http://salvador24.com/uses/wordpress-shopping-cart
- non affiliate: http://www.tipsandtricks-hq.com/
i bought a package (store+affiliate+membership+theme) as it is discounted then and i think, i will make
good use of affiliate and membership somewhere in the future. the theme is not required at all, you can
use it to any theme (like i do: default twentyten).
how does the store work:
upload and activate the plugin, configure currency and paypal address.
then, you maintain products in the plugin and include them with shortcode *anywhere* you like. it
supports category listings and such, but i did not use them until now. i created posts for showing the stuff
and included an add to cart button via shortcode - you can also add buy now buttons (go directly to pay,
no cart). it supports free downloads and squeeze pages (pay by subscribing and giving you email
address)
it comes with quite a few shortcodes for different aspects, and i found it very easy to add a 'custom'
shortcode to output the stuff just a little bit different as i wanted it.
see it here (german only): http://uebernatuerlich.es
regards,
thomas.
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============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by serendipity - 2011/08/23 07:46

_____________________________________

Johnno wrote:
KEYWORD RESEARCH:
Google Adwords Keyword Tool (GAKT) at https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
This will show you the number of searches per month and average cost per click (CPC) that Adwords
advertisers are paying to advertise.
To get CPC values you need to be signed in with your Adwords account.
To get an Adwords account (which is free) go to google.com/adwords and look for the "Start Now"
button.
Start plugging in keywords (eg car, computer, desk) and look for keywords with around 3000 exact
match global monthly searches and an average CPC of $1 or more.
Could you please explain why we should aim for 3000 as opposed to, say, 5,000 or 10,000 or even
20,000? One of my niches has around 20,000 global monthly searches (15,000 local and $1.40-ish
CPC). The competition is also low (about 1/4 of the competition bar). Is this a good or bad niche?
Thanks!
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by Johnno - 2011/08/23 09:09

_____________________________________

serendipity wrote:
Could you please explain why we should aim for 3000 as opposed to, say, 5,000 or 10,000 or even
20,000? One of my niches has around 20,000 global monthly searches (15,000 local and $1.40-ish
CPC). The competition is also low (about 1/4 of the competition bar). Is this a good or bad niche?
Thanks!
3000 is just a guideline figure - keyword phrases around this level tend not to be too competitive.
However, if you find a higher traffic phrase and you think that the competition is not too strong, then by
all means go for it.
If you have 2 keyword phrases with the same competition, then the one with the higher search volume is
normally preferred.
A "good" niche is one with adequate traffic that is not too competitive.
Also, remember that the "green bar" in the Google keyword tool is ADVERTISER competition, not
search result competition.
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To properly check competition for the search results you need to look at the top 10 sites that come up
when you do a Google search for your keyword phrase.
============================================================================

Re:7-Day Action Plan To Make Over $150/day
Posted by zombiemich - 2011/08/28 22:09

_____________________________________

I've been using a Keyword Research tool that is free. Just another option you can use in your keyword
research.
============================================================================
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